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Abstract.  We present a direct comparison of nonisotropic, integrated water vapor measurements 
between a ground-based Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver and a water vapor radiometer 
(WVR). These line-of-sight water vapor observations are made in the straight line path between a 
ground station and a GPS satellite. GPS double-difference observations are processed, and the resid-
ual line-of-sight water vapor delays are extracted from the double-difference residuals. These water 
vapor delays contain the nonisotropic component of the integrated water vapor signal. The isotropic 
component is represented by the zenith precipitable water vapor measurement and can be scaled to a 
specific elevation angle based on a mapping function. The GPS observations are corrected for sta-
tion-dependent errors using site-specific multipath maps. The resulting measurements are validated 
using a WVR which pointed in the direction of the observed satellites. The double-difference tech-
nique used to make these water vapor observations does not depend on accurate satellite clock esti-
mates. Therefore it is especially well suited for near-real-time application in weather prediction and 
allows for sensing atmospheric structure that is below the noise level of current satellite and receiver 
clock errors. This paper describes the analysis technique and provides precision estimates for the 
GPS-measured nonisotropic water vapor as a function of elevation angle for use with data assimila-
tion systems.
1.   Introduction
This study is motivated by the need for accurate mea-

surements of atmospheric water vapor with precise spa-
tial and temporal resolution. Applications of these
observations include weather prediction [Emanuel et al.,
1996; Dabberdt and Schlatter, 1996] and climate
research [Stokes and Schwartz, 1994]. Experiments have
shown that zenith integrated precipitable water (PW) can
be readily obtained with better than 2 mm absolute accu-
racy using GPS instruments [e.g., Bevis et al., 1992;
Rocken et al., 1993, 1995, 1997]. The assimilation of PW
data into numerical weather models has been shown to
significantly improve the initial state and model predic-
tion of rainfall [Guo et al., 2000]. However, PW mea-
surements do not provide any information on the spatial
distribution of water vapor. The integrated amount of pre-
cipitable water along each path from an individual satel-
lite to a receiver is called slant water (SW) [Ware et al.,
1997]. GPS PW measurements are essentially averages
over all SW measurements which are mapped to the
equivalent zenith value and averaged over a period of
time typically ranging from between 5 and 30 min.
Because of this averaging, the nonisotropic component of
SW is removed when computing PW. For a single site,
recording measurements every 30 s from 5-12 satellites,
there are between 300 and 750 observations averaged in a
30 min estimate of PW. While PW measurements contain
no information about the distribution of the water vapor
at a site, SW measurements do. SW measurements, how-

ever, are more difficult to measure than PW because they
do not benefit from averaging and are thus strongly
affected by noise due to instabilities of the GPS receiver
and transmitter oscillators, satellite orbit error, site multi-
path, and antenna effects.

SW observations have the potential to be useful in
reconstructing the three-dimensional water vapor field if
they can be successfully assimilated into numerical
weather models [MacDonald and Xie, 2000]. Assimila-
tion techniques for this data type are currently under
development at the National Center for Atmospheric
Research (NCAR). For data assimilation the error esti-
mate of the measurement is as important as the measure-
ment itself [Kuo et al., 1996; Guo et al., 2000]. In
preparation for future use of SW in weather prediction we
describe how the nonisotropic component of SW can be
obtained from the residuals of modeled GPS observations
and what the error of these water vapor measurements is
as a function of satellite elevation angle. Other applica-
tions of SW measurements are in the calibration of inter-
ferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) images
[Hanssen et al., 1999] and tomographic modeling tech-
niques [Howe et al., 1998; Ruffini et al., 1999; Elosegui
et al., 2000]. This paper first describes how we retrieve
the nonisotropic component of SW from our GPS analy-
sis. Then we describe a technique to reduce the effect of
site multipath on these observations. Finally, they are
compared with independent observations from a water
vapor radiometer (WVR) that was located near the GPS
antenna and pointed at the observed GPS satellites.



2.   Estimation of SW From GPS
Slant water vapor delay (SWDi

m) is defined as the path
integral of atmospheric refractivity due to water vapor
N(w), between the receiving antenna i and the transmit-
ting GPS satellite m.

 . (1)

The refractivity of atmospheric water vapor is a func-
tion of the partial pressure of water vapor ew (millibars)
and the temperature T (Kelvin) [Bevis et al., 1994]:

, (2)

where the constant k = 3.73 x 105 K2/mbar.
Integrated slant water vapor ISWi

m is defined as the
integrated water vapor density ρw along the ray path
between the receiving antenna i and the transmitting GPS
satellite m and, as shown below, is linearly related to the
slant water vapor delay [see, e.g., Hogg et al., 1981;
Bevis et al., 1992].

. (3)

Using the ideal gas law with the gas constant for water
vapor, Rv = 461.5 J/(kgK), we can rewrite the integrated
slant water vapor as a function of vapor pressure (ew) and
temperature (T) along the line integral from the receiving
GPS antenna i to the transmitting satellite m.

. (4)

Atmospheric scientists oftentimes relate the amount of
integrated water vapor in the atmosphere (in the zenith
direction) to the length of an equivalent column of liquid
water. This is done by dividing the zenith integrated
water vapor by the density of liquid water ρ, and is
referred to as precipitable water (PW). In a similar man-
ner, we define the slant water SWi

m as the length of an
equivalent column of liquid water for the ray path
between a GPS receiver i and satellite m. SWi

m is then the
integrated slant water vapor divided by the density of liq-

uid water ( ). 

The ratio of slant water to the slant water vapor delay
is known as Π. It can be expressed as

, (5)

where Tm is called the mean temperature of the atmo-
sphere [Davis et al., 1985] and can be computed from the
temperature profile above a GPS receiver. It has been
shown that Tm is highly correlated with the surface tem-
perature and can be approximated by Tm = 70.2 + 0.72Ts

[Bevis et al., 1994]. This approximation was obtained
through an analysis of radiosonde data collected from sta-
tions within the United States and should be accurate to
~2% for all weather conditions. We used this approxima-
tion in the study presented here. The typical value of Π is
0.15, implying that 1 mm of slant water corresponds to a
slant water vapor delay of ~6.5 mm. In this paper we will
henceforth refer to slant water as the equivalent amount
of liquid water in units of millimeters. It should be men-
tioned that to eliminate any errors that might be intro-
duced from assumptions about Tm, the slant water vapor
delay can be used in place of slant water for assimilation
into numerical weather models. This paper discusses
slant water because it can be directly validated against
measurements from a WVR.

GPS observations are affected by the delay due to both
the wet and dry components of the atmosphere. The dry
delay is commonly removed through the use of surface
observations of pressure and temperature [Elgered et al.,
1991] and will not be extensively discussed in this paper.

The slant water vapor delay SWDi
m can be divided into

two components:

, (6)

where m(θi
m) is the mapping function that scales the

delay at an elevation angle θi
m from station i to satellite m

[Niell, 1996] to zenith. The first term on the right-hand
side of (6), the isotropic component of slant water, can be
computed from the PW measurements. The second term,
Si

m, represents the nonisotropic component of the slant
water and is the focus of this paper. The term is zero
when the atmosphere is perfectly isotropic, negative
when the GPS signal passes through a region of low
water vapor content relative to the PW estimate, and pos-
itive when it passes through a region of high water vapor
content relative to the estimate based on PW. Typically,
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the magnitude of the second term is less than 20% of the
PW term [see, e.g., Rocken et al., 1991; Jarlemark et al.,
1998]. For this reason we present observations of Si

m

only, neglecting the PW component. We measure Si
m by

accurately modeling and correcting for the clock delays,
geometric delays, hydrostatic delay, ionospheric delay,
and the isotropic part of the wet delay. After these com-
ponents of the GPS measurements are correctly removed
by the modeled observations, the residual (observation
minus model) is the delay caused by the nonisotropic
component of the SW, or Si

m.
Modeling of the GPS observations can be done with

either precise point positioning (PP) [Zumberge et al.,
1997] or with double-difference (DD) processing [Beut-
ler et al., 1996]. The PP technique has the advantage that
the line-of-sight observations from the receiving antenna
to each transmitting satellite are individually modeled.
The resulting residuals are then the nonisotropic compo-
nent of the wet delay. The disadvantage of PP analysis is
that accurate receiver and satellite clock estimates are
needed. Typically, satellite clock values are computed
from a large, often global, GPS tracking network in the
same processing step that the orbits are computed. These
satellite clock values are then distributed in the same file
as the orbits. The receiver clock is included in the estima-
tion process as a random walk parameter when PW is
estimated. In addition to the receiver clock estimate, it is
not possible to resolve the integer carrier phase ambigu-
ities in PP. The DD technique removes GPS transmitter
and receiver clock errors and allows for ambiguity reso-
lution by differencing simultaneous observations from
two sites and two satellites. The disadvantage is that the
resulting residual is a combination of four observations
instead of one. Because DD processing eliminates clock
estimation and allows for ambiguity resolution, it is more
sensitive to small variations in Si

m than the PP technique.
This is especially important for weather prediction appli-
cations because the nonisotropic component of SW can
be small and results must be available in close to real
time when accurate clock estimates are generally not
available.

The technique to transform double-difference residuals
into line-of-sight residual delays (which can then be con-
verted into nonisotropic slant water observations) for an
individual ray path between a transmitting satellite and a
receiving antenna is explained in detail by Alber et al.
[2000]. In brief, the technique depends on two assump-
tions. First, the sum of the single-difference residuals to
all satellites visible at each observation epoch for a pair
of stations in a baseline must be equal to zero. This

implies that the observations must be sufficiently well
modeled so that for every baseline in the solution, the
sum of the unmodeled components of the single-differ-
ence observations is equal to zero. Errors in this assump-
tion arise when station biases are left in the solution. This
can occur when the mean atmospheric delay (caused by
PW) is not removed or when incorrectly resolving carrier
phase ambiguities. The second assumption requires that
the sum of the unmodeled portions of the observations
from all the stations in the network to a single satellite is
zero. Errors in the assumptions, and their effects on the
individual line-of-sight residuals, are reduced by increas-
ing the number of stations processed in the network and
by increasing baseline length to avoid common mode
errors. The resulting line-of-sight residuals contain
unmodeled atmospheric delay, antenna phase center vari-
ations, and station multipath. In order to retrieve high-
quality atmospheric signals from the line-of-sight residu-
als, the antenna phase center variations need to be accu-
rately modeled, and the multipath errors must be kept to a
minimum. After the residuals have been corrected for
these station-specific errors, they can be multiplied by Π
to become the Si

m observations.

3.   Experiment Description and Analysis
Data were analyzed from eight locations spanning 3

days, May 21-23, 1996. Six of the stations are part of the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s
(NOAA) Forecast Systems Laboratory (FSL) wind pro-
filer network [Gutman et al., 1995]. These six stations are
equipped with Trimble 4000 SSE receivers and Trimble
4000ST L1/L2 antennas. The distances between the
NOAA FSL stations are a few hundreds of kilometers,
with locations in Colorado, New Mexico, Kansas, and
Oklahoma. Two additional GPS stations were used, both
equipped with Trimble 4000 SSI receivers and 85 cm
choke ring antennas [Alber et al., 1997]. One of these
was essentially collocated with the NOAA FSL station in
Platteville, Colorado. For these two Platteville stations
the distance between the two antennas was 100 m. The
PW and Si

m results from these two stations were com-
pared for consistency. The second additional GPS station
was operated at the Table Mountain Gravity Observatory
just north of Boulder, Colorado. Table Mountain is
approximately 43 km west of Platteville. Radiometrics
WVR-1100 radiometers with elevation and azimuth
pointing capability were operated at Platteville and Table
Mountain. In an earlier experiment, data from two collo-
cated WVR-1100 radiometers were compared and pro-
duced equivalent PW measurements with an RMS
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difference of 2.8 mm and a bias of 1.8 mm [Ware et al.,
1993]. The GPS and radiometer data from these two sites
have been analyzed for previous studies [Alber et al.,
1997; Ware et al., 1997], including the sensing of double-
differenced slant water observations. The average PW at
Platteville and Table Mountain during the observation
period was 18 mm, with variations ranging from 15 to 30
mm.

3.1.  GPS Data Analysis
All GPS data were processed using the Bernese GPS

software version 4.0 [Beutler et al., 1996]. Final orbits
from the International GPS Service [Kouba, 1998] were
used. To remain consistent with the orbits, station coordi-
nates were estimated using the International Terrestrial
Reference Frame 1993 (ITRF93). In both the positioning
and the atmospheric analysis, data were collected and
processed at 30 s intervals and all available data above
10° elevation were used. For the atmospheric analysis the
station coordinates were constrained to 0.1 mm. This

tight constraint essentially fixed their position to the
previously estimated values. The vertical coordina
repeatability for the 3 days of solutions was 2-3 mm f
the two stations. Vertical position errors and PW erro
are correlated. For example, a 3 mm vertical error int
duces a 0.07 mm error in PW when analyzing data wit
10° elevation mask [Beutler et al., 1988]. While coordi-
nate errors cause errors in PW, they will not affect t
nonisotropic component of SW as defined in (6). Surfa
pressure measurements were used with a modified S
tamoinen model to remove the dry delay. PW estima
for each station were computed using all observatio
collected during a half hour interval and the wet Nie
mapping function [Niell, 1996]. The double-difference
residuals were inverted into line-of-sight residua
through a separate program and the technique of Alber et
al. [2000]. They were then converted into nonisotrop
SW observations (Si

m) using a Π value computed from
observed surface temperature (section 2). 
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Figure 1. Nonisotropic SW for the Table Mountain GPS station plotted as a function of elevation angle.
The observations are from the solution using the choke ring antenna and multipath map. All observations are
plotted for all 3 days of data analyzed.
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3.2.  Stacking of Residuals for Multipath Suppression

The retrieved Si
m observations can contain, in addition

to the atmospheric signal, noise from ground reflections
near the GPS antenna and from direction-dependent vari-
ations in the GPS antenna’s phase response. These noise
sources, to first order, are a function of the elevation and
azimuth angle of the incoming GPS signal and repeat on
a daily basis according to the direction of the incident ray
path. To minimize these errors, the line-of-sight residuals
were averaged for the 3 days to produce a multipath map.
This map was then incorporated into the modeled obser-
vations during processing. The use of this map was mod-
estly successful, and the results of its use will be
discussed in sections 5 and 7.

3.3.  Processing of Water Vapor Radiometer Observa-
tions

The radiometers were operated so that they would
measure SW in the direction of all GPS satellites which

were greater than 10° above the horizon. During a typi
configuration there would be between 5 and 12 satelli
in view. The radiometers would cycle through each of t
satellites, pointing in the direction of a particular on
approximately every 8 min. The SW observations we
transformed into PW measurements using the funct
PW(θi

m) = m(θi
m)SW(θi

m), with the mapping function
m(θi

m) = sin(θi
m). This simple mapping function should

not degrade the accuracy of the WVR observatio
because the WVR measures water vapor from atm
spheric brightness temperature with a 5° beam width.

During the 3 days there were at least two rain even
The radiometer SW measurements during these tim
were corrupted by liquid water collecting on the instru
ment window or by scattering effects from hydrometeo
[Zhang et al., 1999]. It was therefore necessary to disca
these sections of data. The radiometer data were bin
into half-hour time windows to estimate PW and remo
the isotropic component of SW. This time window wa
Figure 2. Nonisotropic SW for a single satellite track for the Table Mountain GPS station. In the top panel,
GPS observations (in 30 s intervals) are plotted as the dashed line, and WVR observations are plotted as the
thicker solid line (8 min intervals). The coherence between the GPS (decimated to 8 min intervals) and WVR
time series is plotted in the bottom panel as a function of frequency in hertz. The GPS observations are from
the solution using the choke ring antenna, multipath map, and 2 min filter.
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Figure 3. Nonisotropic SW for a single satellite track for the Platteville GPS station. The description of the
panels is the same as in Figure 2.
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chosen to match the one used for the GPS PW estimates.
For each half hour the mean PW value was calculated and
subtracted from the individual radiometer measurements,
leaving only the Si

m component. To eliminate data cor-
rupted by liquid water, all the Si

m measurements for each
30 min time window were scaled to zenith, and the root-
mean-square (RMS) of each window was computed. The
RMS of the entire 3 days of Si

m observations was also
computed. Any 30 min set of Si

m observations whose
RMS value was larger than the RMS for the entire 3 day
data set was removed from the comparison. While limit-
ing the total water vapor variability, it guaranteed the
removal of any portions of data which might have been
corrupted by liquid water.

4.   Results
During the 3 days of observations there were 183 sat-

ellite tracks where both the GPS and WVR instruments
collected a sufficient amount of data to compare observa-

tions. The GPS-derived Si
m measurements are plotted in

Figure 1 for the GPS station at Table Mountain.
Figure 1 represents the second, or nonisotropic, term

in (6). The PW portion of the signal is not included to
better illustrate the variations in Si

m. Figure 1 shows a
peak variability of up to 5 mm, while the mean PW esti-
mate for these data was 18 mm. When this nonisotropic
term is scaled to the equivalent zenith value, the largest
Si

m observations corresponded to less than 5% of the
mean PW value. The lack of large-magnitude Si

m obser-
vations can be attributed to the dry, homogeneous atmo-
spheric conditions which often exist over the Colorado
Front Range area at an altitude of ~1500 m. Radiometric
studies by Rocken et al. [1991] and Davis et al. [1993]
have reported nonisotropic components of SW as large as
20% of the equivalent PW values. Davis et al. report vari-
ations of Si

m to be as large as 4.5 mm of the equivalent
PW (or 17.3 mm of Si

m at 15° elevation) along the Swed
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aRMS variation of the nonisotropic component of SW (column 2) and RMS errors for the WVR (column 3) and GPS (columns 4-
8) observations as a function of elevation angle are shown in units of millimeters. The values are computed for all measurements
within a 5° elevation bin. The GPS error estimates for the NOAA FSL station in Platteville are in column 4. The results presented in
the remaining columns are from a combination of the two GPS stations in Platteville and Table Mountain that were equipped with 85
cm choke ring antennas. The data from these two stations without additional noise suppression are in column 5. The same two sta-
tions but with a 2 min filter applied are in column 6. The two stations using a multipath map are in column 7. The two stations with
both a filter and multipath map applied are in column 8.

Table 1. RMS of Si
m Observation and Measurement Noise Estimatesa

Elevation, 
deg

 σm
i, mm ηWVR, mm

ηGPS, mm

NOAA Choke Rings Filter
Multipath 

Map
Combined

10-15 0.66 2.28  1.45 1.47 1.07 1.40 0.97

15-20 0.51 1.17 1.17 1.28 0.88 1.22 0.81

20-25 0.44 0.70 1.08 1.06 0.85 0.92 0.72

25-30 0.43 0.56 0.76 0.76 0.62 0.73 0.57

30-35 0.33 0.47 0.71 0.53 0.46 0.53 0.45

35-40 0.29 0.45 0.72 0.57 0.53 0.50 0.45

40-45 0.24 0.45 0.64 0.49 0.46 0.45 0.41

45-50 0.22 0.44 0.58 0.42 0.39 0.35 0.31

50-55 0.20 0.41 0.59 0.44 0.40 0.40 0.36

55-60 0.15 0.31 0.44 0.31 0.28 0.30 0.26

60-65 0.14 0.36 0.36 0.31 0.29 0.30 0.26

65-70 0.15 0.37 0.47 0.30 0.28 0.28 0.25

70-75 0.00 0.40 0.49 0.30 0.27 0.27 0.24

75-80 0.12 0.30 0.42 0.26 0.23 0.26 0.22

80-85 0.09 0.37 0.18 0.19 0.16 0.15 0.13

85-90 0.04 0.31 0.18 0.22 0.19 0.20 0.14
ish coastline, significantly larger than anything observed
during this experiment.

As part of the GPS data analysis, estimates of PW and
Si

m were computed at the six NOAA FSL stations that
were included in the analysis. While there was not a
pointing radiometer at any of these stations, an analysis
of their GPS-derived Si

m observations indicates larger
nonisotropic SW. In particular, three of the stations had
Si

m observations as large as 5 mm at elevation angles of
45°. Estimates of PW at these locations were in general
also larger than those estimated at either Platteville or

Table Mountain. On the basis of comparisons betwe
GPS- and WVR-derived Si

m observations at Platteville
and Table Mountain and previous studies that indica
that nonisotropic water vapor variability increases wi
increasing total water vapor content [Treuhaft and Lanyi,
1987], we interpret these as actual Si

m observations.
Comparisons of GPS- and WVR-retrieved Si

m mea-
surements for individual satellite tracks are displayed
Figures 2 and 3. The GPS values are plotted in 30 
intervals, while the WVR values are plotted approx
mately every 8 min. Once again, the portion of SW attri
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Figure 4. RMS of nonisotropic SW (solid line); GPS error using the choke ring antenna, multipath map,
and 2 min filter (dotted line); and WVR error (dash-dotted line) as a function of elevation angle, in units of
millimeters.
utable to the PW estimate has been removed. Figures 2
and 3 also show the coherence estimates between the
GPS and WVR time series of Si

m based on the Welch
method of power spectrum estimation [Welch, 1967]. The
examples shown in figures 2 and 3 have exceptionally
high coherence estimates across all frequencies. The high
coherence of the GPS and WVR time series indicates that
while the noise level of the two techniques is relatively
high, they have a common signal structure. This common
signal is due to water vapor. In general, the times series of
the other satellite tracks did not exhibit such high coher-
ence across all frequencies, although they did show
coherence of better than 0.5 across most frequencies
(indicating that the two instruments observe the same
nonisotropic slant water). This level of coherence
between the two time series is reasonable considering
that often, compared to the measurement noise of the two
techniques, no significant water vapor heterogeneity is
present.

5.   Error Analysis
The value of SW measurements is their increased

information on the spatial variability of water vapor in
the atmosphere. A comparison of the nonisotropic com-
ponent of the GPS and WVR SW observations allows for
the determination of a reasonable error budget.

During this experiment the size of the nonisotropic
component of SW, Si

m, was generally the same order of
magnitude as the size of the error in the two measurement
techniques. In our simple error analysis we assume that
the GPS errors, the WVR errors, and the nonisotropic
component of SW were all zero mean, Gaussian, and
independent from one another. The RMS of the GPS
(σm

iGPS) and WVR (σm
iWVR) measurements of Si

m can then
be represented through (7) and (8)

, (7)

, (8)
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Figure 5. Double-difference (solid line) and precise-point-positioning (dashed line) RMS of nonisotropic
SW as a function of elevation angle. Two example time series are plotted in the bottom panel. The residuals
from double-difference analysis are plotted as the thin solid line, and the residuals from the point-positioning
analysis are plotted as the thicker dash-dotted line.
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where  σm
i is the RMS variation of the actual amount

of Si
m common to both instruments and ηGPS and ηWVR are

the respective GPS and WVR RMS measurement noise.
To statistically quantify the magnitude of Si

m observed
by the two instruments, the GPS and WVR observations
were combined. First, the time series of the two measure-
ments were added together. Note that we can manipulate
the time series in this way because we are comparing
instantaneous GPS and WVR observations of Si

m at com-
mon epochs. The RMS of this time series contained twice
the RMS amount of Si

m in addition to the GPS and WVR
RMS measurement noise

. (9)

Second, the GPS and WVR time series were sub-
tracted. The RMS of this time series contained only the
noise in the two measurements

. (10)

The RMS size of actual nonisotropic SW common to
both instruments could then be computed by squaring (9)
and (10) and solving for σm

i

. (11)

Once σm
i was determined, the RMS measurement

noise of the GPS and WVR observations could also be
computed

, (12)

. (13)

In our error analysis we grouped the observations by
elevation angle and by individual satellite track. The val-
ues of σm

i, ηWVR, and ηGPS are plotted as a function of ele-

σGPS WVR+ 2σi
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2
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Figure 6. Histogram plotting the signal-to-noise ratio of the GPS-measured nonisotropic SW for all satellite
tracks considered.
vation angle in Figure 4. These values are also shown in
Table 1. Table 1 contains multiple columns for the GPS
RMS measurement errors. Each column corresponds to a
different technique that was used to reduce noise levels.
Besides applying a filter for certain specified analysis
techniques, the GPS and WVR results were compared
without any type of time integration or averaging. The
RMS of Si

m common to both instruments is shown in col-
umn 2, and the WVR RMS measurement noise is shown
in column 3. The Platteville location contained two sta-
tions: One was part of the NOAA FSL network, and one
was the additional station with the 85 cm choke ring
antenna. The RMS noise level of the data collected by the
NOAA FSL station is given in column 4.

Columns 5-8 contain the combined analysis of data
collected with the GPS instruments at both Platteville and
Table Mountain using the 85 cm choke ring antennas.
Neither station had significantly lower noise characteris-
tics than the other. In column 5, the values are from data
collected using the choke ring antennas without any addi-

tional type of noise suppression. There is a modest reduc-
tion in noise levels for observations above 30° elevati
angle when compared to the data collected at the P
teville NOAA FSL station, which was equipped with 
standard dielectric patch antenna with ground plane.

In one variation of the analysis a 2 min filter wa
applied to the GPS observations to improve the signal-
noise characteristics of the GPS measurements. 
length of the filter was chosen so that a sufficient numb
of observations could be used to reduce noise, wh
maintaining the instantaneous nonisotropic SW along 
ray path between the satellite and the receiving anten
As can be seen from column 6, the filter reduced t
RMS measurement error for the lower elevation ang
between 10° and 30°. These low-angle observations 
typically more corrupted by ground-reflected multipat
than higher-elevation-angle observations.

The effect of stacking of the 3 days of residuals in 
attempt to reduce multipath is shown in column 7. Mo
of the improvement from the stacking of residuals was
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the elevation angles between 30° and 80° (column 7).
This improvement was probably due to the removal of
phase center variations between antennas, not to the elim-
ination of multipath errors. The high-frequency multipath
structure at lower elevation angles was probably not suf-
ficiently well captured with a multipath map made from
just 3 days of data. To further improve the results when
compared to the filtering data, a larger number of days
should be used when creating the map. Alber et al. [2000]
identified significant levels of multipath reduction by
using maps that were created by stacking data for more
than a week. 

Finally, when the filtering and multipath maps were
used together (column 8), the RMS GPS noise levels
showed improvement across all elevation angles, but
most significantly at elevation angles below 30°. Like the
results from column 6 where just the filter was applied to
the observations, the improvement at these low elevation
angles is due to the suppression of multipath.

6.   Comparison of Double-Difference      and 
Precise Point Position Processing

To compare results from PP and DD processing, data
from a GPS station located in central Oklahoma were
processed using both GPS analysis strategies. Both solu-
tions were computed using a recently released version of
the Bernese 4.2 software containing PP and DD capabili-
ties. These data were collected in late December 1999.
The 1996 data were not used for this analysis because sat-
ellite clocks were not available. The RMS variations of
the nonisotropic SW are plotted in Figure  5 as a function
of elevation angle. The time series for a single satellite
using both processing strategies are also shown in Figure
5. There is high coherence between the PP and DD time
series. However, the RMS variations of the PP line-of-
sight residuals were at least twice as large as those of the
DD strategy across all elevation angles. We therefore
believe that the reduced RMS for the DD-derived noniso-
tropic SW is due to the elimination of receiver clock
modeling. The residuals from both solutions contain mul-
tipath, antenna phase center variations, and atmospheric
variability. These additional noise sources may signifi-
cantly decrease the sensitivity of SW sensing using PP
processing strategies.

7.   Discussion
The variability in the nonisotropic component of the

SW, Si
m, and noise estimates for various elevation angles

are provided in Figure 4 and Table 1. During the 3 days

of the experiment the RMS of the Si
m observations

increases from 0.1 mm near zenith to 0.6 mm at 10° e
vation. This is smaller than the noise levels of both t
WVR (0.3-2.3 mm RMS) and GPS (0.2-1.4 mm RMS
observations. We attribute the small nonisotropic RM
variations to the High Plains location of the experimen
to the lack of significant atmospheric variability at th
time of the experiment, and to the elimination of WV
data during rainy periods when convective cells provid
the largest Si

m variability. We expect that an analysis o
SW measurements in locations with higher and mo
variable PW values would also show an increase in 
magnitude of the nonisotropic component of SW.

For each of the 183 satellite tracks considered, 
GPS and WVR observations were combined to comp
the RMS amount of nonisotropic SW, GPS observati
noise, and WVR observation noise. The ratios of (11) a
(12) were computed and can be considered to be a sig
to-noise ratio of the GPS observations over all elevat
angles. A histogram of the ratios is shown in Figure 
For this plot, approximately one third of the tracks had
signal-to-noise ratio of greater than 1, and more than h
had a signal-to-noise ratio of greater than 0.8. This his
gram illustrates that using the nonisotropic component
SW will oftentimes not introduce significant information
in comparison to a single PW measurement. Compl
SW measurements will only benefit weather predictio
during conditions and locations where the nonisotrop
water vapor structure is larger than the noise level of 
observations. These conditions should occur during r
idly changing weather events associated with deep c
vection or frontal passage.

It is mentioned throughout this paper that GPS obs
vations need to be accurately modeled to measure 
and Si

m. Error budgets have been proposed in previo
articles concerning the estimation of PW with GPS. 
particular, this topic is discussed by Bevis et al. [1992];
and Rocken et al. [1993, 1997]. The error budgets out
lined in these articles are valid for the sensing of S
observations and are not extensively discussed here. 
errors discussed here will be the ones that most seve
limit the measurement of Si

m. These errors are caused b
carrier phase noise, ground-reflected multipath, anten
phase center variations, and hydrostatic gradients in 
atmosphere.

As can be seen from Table 1, the RMS error in t
GPS Si

m observations ranges from approximately 0.2 m
near zenith and increases to between 1.0 and 1.5 mm
elevation angles between 10° and 15°. High-accura
dual-frequency GPS receivers, like the ones used in 
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experiment, typically have RMS carrier phase noise lev-
els in the ionospheric free linear combination of 1-1.5
mm. This corresponds to 0.15-0.23 mm of error in SW.
Therefore an RMS error of 0.2 mm for Si

m measurements
near zenith implies that receiver noise is the principle
error source at high elevation angles. Contributions from
other error sources, such as mismodeling of the geomet-
ric component of the range measurement, or from errors
introduced in the transformation of double-difference
residuals into line-of-sight slant residuals [Alber et al.,
2000] are negligible at high angles. At low elevation
angles the RMS error in Si

m is as high as 1.4 mm. This
corresponds to a delay measurement error of 9.1 mm.
Low-elevation-angle observations are corrupted by mul-
tipath and antenna phase center errors. We attribute most
of the additional increase in RMS noise of the GPS obser-
vations to these two error sources. Low-elevation-angle
noise reduction requires improved multipath suppression
in the GPS receivers and in postprocessing through site-
specific phase correction maps like the ones outlined in
section 3.2. We believe that these maps can be improved
by using more days of observations (10 or more) in the
computation of a map and by regularly updating the map
to account for local variations in the multipath character-
istics at a station.

One additional error that may affect low-elevation
GPS slant water observations is the existence of horizon-
tal gradients in the hydrostatic delay of the GPS signal.
This topic has been previously considered by Chen and
Herring [1997]. An investigation into such gradients dur-
ing the data set presented in this paper revealed that there
was a small hydrostatic gradient, particularly in the
north-south direction, that may have contributed as much
as 0.6 mm of RMS error for elevation angles near 10°.
This is a significant error source and implies that the utili-
zation of a mesoscale weather model may be needed to
separate hydrostatic gradients from the actual SW.

In addition to errors in the GPS and WVR observa-
tions of Si

m some of the discrepancy in the two measure-
ment techniques can be attributed to the fact that the two
instruments did not measure the exact same volume of
atmosphere. The radiometer has a beam width of 5°, a
much larger cross section than the GPS instrument whose
beam width is approximated by the first Fresnel zone. At
3 km this corresponds to a 260 m beam width for the
radiometer and a 54 m beam width for GPS. Any vari-
ability in the volume of atmosphere measured by the
WVR would cause an error in the comparisons with GPS.
Analysis of the GPS observations often showed signifi-
cant changes in Si

m over a time period of less than 8 min.

This indicates that the atmosphere contained spatial v
ations of water vapor that were smaller than the WV
could resolve. The difference in the volume of atm
sphere sampled by the two instruments accounts for p
of the RMS noise values presented in Table 1 and Fig
4.

The error budgets shown in Table 1 are derived from
rather limited data set taken from just 3 days of data
two High Plains locations. It is not possible to defin
tively obtain reliable uncertainties on these error es
mates without collecting data from other locations a
other time periods. However, the daily variability of th
error estimates shown in Table 1 was approximate
15%. Therefore it should be reasonable to apply the
empirically derived error estimates to data collected 
other locations because the GPS errors will not scale w
the total amount of water vapor observed by the inst
ment. The most important consideration when usi
these values at other locations will be the noise charac
istics and multipath of the station. Data obtained fro
most of the permanently operating GPS stations will ha
characteristics similar to the ones reported by the NOA
FSL station (column 4). Any type of filtering of the data
or use of site-specific multipath maps, will further reduc
the station-dependent errors, and the other columns m
be used.

This analysis compares the precision in the measu
ment of the nonisotropic component of SW from two di
ferent instruments. If this analysis considered th
absolute accuracy of the total SW measurement, it wo
be dominated by differences in the GPS- and WVR- me
sured isotropic components of SW. This is represen
through the estimate of PW. Typical comparisons 
GPS- and WVR-derived PW measurements show ab
lute RMS agreement of the two techniques to be 2 mm
better.

Because GPS senses water vapor on the basis o
excess delay, the error budget is based on the accurac
a distance measurement. Errors will not scale with t
total water vapor content in the atmosphere. Increas
errors in Si

m may arise in the conversion of double-differ
ence residuals into line-of-sight slant water vapor dela
As discussed by Alber et al. [2000], errors in the line-of-
sight slant water vapor delays may increase w
increased spatial and temporal variability and can be m
imized using a large network of receivers (more than 1
and with a network of GPS systems that is on the orde
synoptic-scale weather features (a few hundreds of ki
meters).
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We expect that high-quality GPS measurements of SW
can be obtained during nearly all weather conditions
since the slant delays induced by hydrometeors and other
particulates are generally negligible compared to delays
induced by water vapor [Solheim et al., 1999]. However,
further validation of the method is needed during severe
weather and for low elevation angles (below 10°). Fur-
ther validation could be conducted via aircraft measure-
ments during stormy conditions and via solar
spectrometry [Sierk et al., 1998] during clear conditions
at low elevation angles.

8.   Conclusions
We report a validation of GPS-derived slant water

(SW) measurements by comparing the nonisotropic com-
ponent of the SW measurement (Si

m) to similar ones
made using a water vapor radiometer. The comparison
was made with 3 days of observations collected in Colo-
rado during the late spring. The size of the observed
nonisotropic component of SW was as large as 5 mm at
an elevation angle near 10°. When these observations are
scaled to their equivalent PW value, they correspond to
less than 5% of the PW estimate. This indicates that the
atmosphere was mostly isotropic during the experiment.
The double-difference processing technique that was
used in this analysis appears to offer increased sensitivity
of Si

m observations when compared to point-positioning
analysis. This increased sensitivity is most likely due to
the elimination of clock errors. The RMS noise level of
the nonisotropic component of the GPS measurements
was determined to be 0.2 mm of SW near zenith, equiva-
lent to a 1.4 mm RMS noise level of the carrier phase (or
slant water vapor delay) observations. At low elevation
angles, where the contribution of errors from ground-
reflected multipath and antenna phase center errors
increases, the RMS GPS noise level rises to 1.4 mm,
equivalent to 9.1 mm of RMS slant delay noise. If envi-
ronmental noise is further suppressed, more precise mea-
surements of Si

m are possible. The technique of sensing
SW has potential for real-time sensing of atmospheric
water vapor for use in weather modeling and forecasting.
In order to realize this potential, further validation of the
method, including determination of its accuracy during
severe weather and at low elevation angles, is needed.
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